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6. Lennic's face broke









The hen with the
rabbits
That's all you ever




and this ti«e you got
to remember
Zou remember set tin*























Exponent of B SS
r
ao we don't get in
no trouble





























14 His hands went
quickly into his side
ooat pockets
15 He said gently
16
17 He looked down at











The hell with what I
says
You remember about us
goin* into Murray and
Ready* s
and they five us work
cards and BUS tickets
Oh, sura, George
I remember that now
George....! ain't got
mine
I oust* lost it
You never had none,
you crazy bastard







































21 Lennie grinned 
with relief
22
23 Hie hand vent int* 
the pooket again




















wnat'd you take \rta 
that pocket









I know '.: .:.. "- F
i
You got it in your hawf F
What you got in your 
hand ¥ 
B
Exponent of B SS
......... |
I'd let you carry your 
own work card































33 lennie held his hand 

















I ain't got nothing 
George
Honest
Come on, give it here





Jus* a dead mouse, 
George
I didn* kin it
Honest
I found it






















































47 George took the
mouse
and threw it across the








Exponent of B Exponent of F
Give it here



































SPEECH EXPONENT j FREE I BOUND j R/S >
The hen with the rabbits tt,
i j
That's all you ever can remember is . , 
them rabbits SK/SKT ] 
you ever can remember SAP
O.K. !A :
Now you listen iASP , ' 
and this time you got to remember &ASP > 
so we don't jet in no trouble ASPA ;
You remember settin* in that gutter an* 
watohin* that blackboard jSPPAtfCT
i
SPA : !i
Why sure, Georgtt JLaVoo :
1 * 
I reaemtoer that.*.. SPC* 
but....iriiat*« we io then , &CTPfs]A ,
i   ; 
I remember : SP 
some girls oooe by : SPA i 
ana you says*... i ASP ! 
and you say.... &SP  
The hell with what 1 says ; ZA 
what I says CSP
\
Zou remember about us goin' into 
Murray and Ready's j SPtySPA






14 His hands went quickly into his side 
coat pooksts
15 He said gently 
16





21 Lennie grinned with relief
22
23 His hand went into the pocket again
 V George looked sharply at him
i , 
SPEECH EXPONENT FREE | BOUND ! R/S
Oh, sure, George AAToe j T
' _






..I ain't got mine , IbeSPCr
, t
lost it i SPC? ;
SPAA
You newer had none, you crazy bastard SAKTVo*
I got both of 'em here ! SPCf A
Think P 
I'd let you oarry your own work card : ' SPC/SPC
SPA
I.... I thought SSP : , 
I put it in my side pocket i SPCTA
SPAA ; (
: SPAA
25 1 What'd you take outa that pocket i C*Pf SjA ,
' 26 Ain't a 
Lennie said elerarly























SPEECH EXPONENT j FREE ; BOUND R/S
I know SP i ' 
there ain't SP
! i
You cot it in your hand SPC*A :
i :
What you 40* in your hand- d*SPA : 
hidin' It i PCT
I ain't cot nothin', Ceoxve SPC*Voo
Honest A i
Come on, ciT« it here APC*A
I
: ax? A : '
It's oa'y a mouse, Geozse SPG^too \
A mouse Z \ 
A live mouse « Z  
Uh-uh A !
Jus* a dead nouse, George   ZVoe :
. i 
I didn' kill it SPCT ] ,
Honest A ;
I found it SEtf 









46 Ltania'a oloaad hand alowljr obayad
47 Gaorfa took tha mouaa
and thraw It aoroas tha pool to tha
othar alda, among the bruah
SPEECH EXPONENT
Giw it hara
Aw, laota me lucre it, Gaorga
Give it hera


















'1 The'hell " (the~rafc>bTfcs) ~" "







5 You (that gutter) (on Howard
street)
that blackboard










11 You us (Murray and Ready's)




























so in no trouble
I
in that gutter on Howard street
and





with what I says












17 He (the ground) (despair)
18 You none you crazy tastard
19 I both of 'em
20
I you your own work card
21 Lennie (relief)
22 I.. ..I 
I it (my side pocket)
23 His hand (the pocket)
24 George (him)
25 What you (that pocket)





























quickly into his side coat pocjset
gently ,




in my side pocket
into the pocket again
sharply at him
out a that pocket











33 Lennie his closed hand (§eorge' 
direction)
34 It en'y a mouse George
35 A mouse
36 A live mouse
37































46 Lennie's eloaad hand
47 George the 












and across the pool to the other | 
side among the brush |
15































all you ever oan
remember hq(SAP)
them rabbits dh
that blackboard———————— *t- ———













































































A live mouse deh
As A R/S













































As Z As A
I








The sentence is analysed as a phase structure with "all you ever can remember" as the C/S element. What 
makes the sentence unusuaj is the complexity of this nominal croup. 
Sentence 9
The last two clauses are analysed as Mid-clauses. Strictly they are both subordinated to the Free clause 
"I remember," but their increasing distance from that clause and their internal structure make them more 









2 Lennie watched him
from over the fire












Exponent of B Exponent of F
There* » enonfe beans
for four men
X like 'em with ketchm
Well, we ain't got any
Whatever we ain't got,
that's what you want
I oould live so easy
I could go get a Job
an' work
an' no trouble
No mess at all















and go into town SF
and get whatever I wanttlF
_ —————— ..____ ___ j ———






God a'adghty, if I
waa alone























13 Lennie knelt 
and looked over the 
fire at the angry 
George
14 And Lennie* a faoe 
was drnm with terror
15








Exponent of B Exponent of F
Why, I could stay in a 
oat house all night
1 oould eat any place 
I want, hotel or any 
place 
and order any dam 
thing I oould think of
An* I could do all the. 
every dann Booth
Get a gallon of whisky 
or set in a pool room 
and play cards 
or shoot pool












Exponent of B SS



























22 His TOice rose
nearly to a shout
23
2V








wtaen they are miaiicking
one another
Exponent of F
You can't keep a job
ant you lose me ever*
job I get
Jus* keep me abovtn1
all orer the country
all the tint
An' that ain't t e
worst
You get in trouble
You do bad things




Xou keep me in hot















































SS Exponent of B
SPEECH
Exponent of F
Tus* wanted to feel
that girl's dress*
jus* wanted to pet it
Sell, how the hell did
she know
She jerks back
and you hold on
She yells
and we got to hide in
a irrigation ditoh all
day
and we got t* sneak out
in the dark
and get outta the
oountiy
All the time swart hin*





















Exponent of B SS
... .... .... .._^
like it was a mouse
you jus* wanted to
feel her dress





with guys lookin* for
us
I oould put you in s
cage with about a
million ndoe















32 Hi« anc*r left Ida 
suddenly
33 He looked across 
tte fin at Lennie'* 
ancidabad face 
and tb«a he looked 








Exponent of F SS
! 1 .. ___











2 Lennle watched MB frca over the fire








SPEECH EXPONENT FREE j BOUND R/S '




I like 'em with ketchup ! 2PCTA '
Well, we ain't cot any i ASPC* , ; '
' i 1
Whatever we ain't gptt that's what you 4
want SSPCT
we ain't cot SP
you want SP
God a'ndghty, if I was alone . AASPC1 
1 oould live so easy ' SPCT ; '
I oould 0o get a _ob SPPCr
an* work <*P i
an' no trouble , &Z
: j
No mesa at all Z
when the end of the month ocas ! ASP , i
and I oould take my fifty bucks i ASPC*
and co into town **** A»
and get whatever I want <SHP<» ' ,
1 want ' 3P








and looked over the fire at the angry
George
14 And Lennie* a face was dram with 
terror

















1 could eat any place I want, hotel or j ' •
any place
1 want 
and order any damn
I could think of
An* 1 could do all
j SPAA0-
thing I could think of| tfC* i
that every dean month i ASPC A ;
Get a gallon of whisky PC*

















You can't keep a job S!5*ejJe






















Jus* keep me ahovin* all over the country m ^ \ \
all the tine







22 His voice rose nearly to a about
23 
%
23 He took on the elaborate manner of 
little girls 







SPEECH EXPONENT FREE j BOUND j R/S i
< *""i 
Sou do toad things SPC* ; 
and I cot to get you out j &SSr[C]
SPAA i
:
lou keep c* in hot water all the tine : SFC*AA ;
i j
gppce ;«"C _ iASPtr
Jus* wanted to feel that cirl's dress AFPC* ' 
Jus' wanted to pet it APKT ' .
like it was a mouse ', I ASPCT ;; i
WeUv how the hell did she know AAAPfS]
you Jus* wanted to feel her dress SAPPC* :i
She jerks back SPA 
and you hold on &SPA j ^ 
like it was a mouse ; ASPCT
She yells SP 
and we cot to hide in a irrigation ditch 
all day iSPAA ; 
with toys loaMra* for us ' ASPECT ( 
and we got to aneak out in the dark : ASPAA 
and get outta t e oountry &PA
j All the time sowthin* like that - all






I oould put you In a cage with abo«t 
I a million mice 
an* let you have fun
SP
32 His anger left him suddenly
33 He looked across the fir* at Lennie'a 
anguiahed face








1 There enough beans for four men
George












8 No mess at all
the end of the month
1 ay fifty bucks
(town)
whatever I want
91 (a eat house)
101
Ci





































Why in a cat house all night





11 I all that
12 a gallon of whisky 
(a pool room) 
cards 
pool
(the fire) (the angry George)
14 Lennie's face (terror)
15 what- I 
George
16 I you
1? Ion a job
yea ae ever' job I get
18 ne (the country)
19 that
20 Don (trouble)
21 Ton bad things 
I you
22 His voice (a shout)























An* every daan month
or in a pool room
and
or
and over the fire the angry Oeorgel 




Jus* all over the country all the
tine j
4a* [the worst] j
in trouble i
and out
nearly to a shout
NOMINAL
Sit. Sou MB (tot water)
& He the elaborate inner of little 
girls 
they one another








we (a ixricatdLon ditch) 
guys ua 
we (the dark) 
(ti.e country)
30 somethin' like toat
31 1 flIrCut
I you (a cage) (k million mice) 
you fun A
32 His anger him
33 He (the fixe) (Lennie's anguishec 
face) 















got to hide 
lookin' f^r 














Well how the hell 
jusf
back 
and on ! 
like
and in a irrigation ditch all day 
with 
and out in the dark 
and. outta the country
All the time all the time
in a oage with about a Billion Bti.ee 
an*
suddenly
acres* the fire at Lennie's 
anguished face 
and then ashanBdly at the f lanes j
»
32
















































































As Voc As Z
no trougle dh














a cat house dnh













































sou b fun h






all the tin xdb
0)
all the time adh
the heU dh
all day dh
All the tioe ddh


















1 Lennie was flighted
2
3


















/ith us it ain't like
that
iv e cot a future
We cot somebody to talk
to that gives a 4an»
about us

















But not us V
(
Exponent of B SS
how it ia with us
felowin' in our Jack
jus' because ne jot no
place else to gp
If them other guys gets
in jail

















































and you got me to look 
after you 
an* that* a why
Go on now, George 
Sou got it ay heart
You can do it yourself
No, you



















•- - — • - \
Becauae.... because I 
got you to look after •














































Someday •- we're gonna
get the jack together
and, we're gonna have
a little house and a
couple of acres an* a
oow and some pig»»





















Why'n't you do it j
yourself IF
1








and about the rabbits
in the cages
and about the rain in
the winter
and the store
and how thick the cream
is on the milk































2eu low- all of it
No.... .you ten i$
It ain't the seme
Go on, George
Well
we'll have a big 
vegetable patch and a 
rabbit hutch and 
chickens
And we'll just say 
the hell with coin1 to 
work
and we'll build up a 
fire in the stove
and set around it
an* listen to the rain



















Exponent of B SS_______
if 1 tell it
How I get to tend the 
rabbits




















1 Lennie was delighted
2
3











SPEECH EXPONENT FREE BOUND
SPC1 
I . i 
That's it- SPOT jthat's it seer \
How tell AP i 
bow it is with us ASPA
SP* i
With us it ain't like that ASPA
.
We got a future SPC*
We got somebody to talk to that gives a 
dean about us ' SPC 
to talk to : 
that gives a damn about us
We don't have to sit in no bar room SPA ! 
blowin' in our Jack l^A 
jus* because we got no place else fe» go i AASPC 
to go 1
If them other guys gets in Jail ASPA 
they can rot i SP 0 
for all anybody gives a dam ASPC
But not us \ &Z
SPA
But not us : &Z
1






















SPEECH EXPONENT FREE | BOUND \ R/S >
Because.... because I got you to look ! _ ; 
after ae ' AASPq/SP*C* :
and you got me to ^ook after you &SPC/SPPC* i
an' that's why &8PA ;
;SPA !
; ;
Go on. now, George PAAVoo '
You got it by heart | SPC*A ! j
Tou can do it yourself SPC*A |
i
No, you JAZ ! 1
I forget some a* the things !SPC* )i
Ten about PA !
how it's gonna be ' ASP : i
1 ; i
O.K. A |
SoBsdaywwe're gonna get the Jaek together j\SPp[cej j
and we're gonna hare a little house and j
a oouple of acres an' a cow and some pigi &SPC , !
*
An' lire off the fatta the lan* i APA . j
j
An' hare rabbits &PC* ; <
















SPEECH EXPONENT FREE BOUND R/S
TeU about 1 PA ! j >
what we're gonna have in the garden ' C SPA
and about the rabbits in the cages ' &AZ j
and about the rain in the winter { i -A2
and the stove j £2. |
and bow thick the cream i* on the milk i AJT'SPA
like you can hardly cut it ! ' ASPfAJCT ;
' i
Tell about that, George ( PAC°Voe ,
r i l
Why»n't you do it yourself ; AP[s]C*A ;
i !
lou know all of it SPC8
No.... you tell it j ASPC*
It ain't the sane j SPC1
if 1 tell it 1 , ASPCT
Go on, George PAVoc ;
How I get to tend the rabbits ASHPC*
Wen ' A j i
PS
we'll have a big vegetable patoh and a '<
rabbit hutch and chickens SPC
when it rains in the winter ASPA
And we'll just say &SAP '
the hell with goin' to work 2A 1
and we'll build up a fire in the stove SOrQ A
and set around it &PA
an* listen to the rain oondn* down on ' •
the roof 't ^f^C/SPAA •
NOMINAL
1 Lennie




5 (us) it (that)
6 We a future
7 v.e somebody to talk to that gives 
a damn about us
[that a dam (ua)
8 We (no bar room) 
our jack 
we no place else to go
































Jith us like that
bo] 
about ttaj
.n no bar room 
jus* because








14 I you me




1? lou it (heart)
1u Xou it
19 you
20 I some a* the tilings
22
2J we the jack 
we a little house and a couple of 
acres an* a oow and aooe pigs





what we (the garden) 
the rabbits in the cages 
the rain in the winter 
the store . . 
the cream (the milk)
— . — vau —— it ——————————————— . — - ——
VERBAL
got to look after 









































30 You all of it
31 you it
32 It the sane 
I it
33 George
34 I the rabbits
35 
George 
we a big vegetable patch and a 
rabbit hutch and chickens
36 it (the winter) 
we 
the hen (coin 1 to work) 
we a fire (the store) '1 
(it) 
the rain (the roof)



























when in the winter 
And just 
with gpin* to work 
and in the store 
and around it 












































and a couple of
acres an* a cow
and some pif s ant
dehfidh£db£db&
it h
all of it dh







us h that h

































you h me h

























































The aeoond clause of this sentence is another example of a clause which is strictly subordinate, but in 
context acts in a more Free capacity.
Sentence 19
This sentence has been labelled as a C Sentence Type. This is because of its adversative function. Besides 
being a Command it is also a response to George's remarks in sentences 1? and 18.
Sentence 27
This sentence is an interesting example of the decline in grammaticality often associated with Lennie's 
speech (it is Lennie who uses the Mid-clauses). The third, fourth and fifth clauses are all verbleas. It would 
be feasible to analyse them as nominal groups all inside one NP. But they gain Bound clause status «n analogy 
with the first B clause. The two occurrences of "about" in these clauses are hangovers from the "about" in the 
initial Free clause, and so are analysed as Adjuncts acting at clause level. They help stress the dependence of the 
Bound clauses on the Free one, thus carrying the imperative tone through the sentence.
Sentence 3k
This sentence is analysed as a Couxnand. It is a Bound clause very similar in construction to those in 
sentences 21 and 27
Sentence 35
"Well" is analysed as a separate clause because of its separation from the rest of the speech sentence by 
the narrative clause "said George"
Sentence 36








I The tank house was a
lone, rectangular
khriT"*"*
2 Inside, the wall*
•ere whitewashed
•nil t^it 'lw ""ftil I1't— ^
3 IB three wan* then
•ere snail* square
•Lndows
•ad in the fourth, a
wild door with a
•ooden latch
b. Acalnct the wall*
•ere eight bunks
j Over eoBh tamk there
•as nailed an spple box














five of them made up
•ith blankets
aA the ether three
ihtndsc their burlap
kicking
10 that it made two
ihelrea for the personal
wlongings of the
Kjcupant of the bunk
SPEECH
Exponent of F SS
i
Exponent of B SS



















6 And these shelves




flactrtl"" " much RMTI Ion
to read end scoff at sni
secretly believe
7 And there were
oedieines on the shelvei
Bid little vials, cones
isnd from nails on the
hex sides, s few
neckties
JB Near one wall there
was a black Cast-iron
'stove
i
? In the oiddl* of the
roon stood a big square
fcaKte littered with
playing cards
•ft around it were
prouDsd boxes for t e





























10 At about ten o*elosi 
in the •mnring the mm 
threw a blight dust- 
laden bar through one 
of t^« aide window* 
and in and out of the 
beam flies shot like 
rushing stare
11 The wooden latch 
raised
12 The door opened 
and a tall, stoop- 
shouldeded old man 
cans in
13 He was dressed in 
blue Jeaas 
end he carried a big 
push-broo» in his left 
hand
14 Behind him oaae 
George 
































1 The bunk house was a long, rectangular
j~r
2 Inside, the walla ware whitewashed 
d the floor unpainted
J In three walla there were small, 
square windows
d in the fourth, a solid door with 
a wooden latch
I* Against the walla were eight bunks 
of them oade ap with blankets 
the other thrse showing their 
burlap ticking
> Over each buak there was nailed an
box with the opening forward 
that it Bade two ahelvea for the
vt the bunk
6 And these shelves ware loaded with 
little articles, aoap arid talcum powder,
these Western majnilnin ranch nen 
tare to read and aeeff at and secretly 
believe 
raneh men love to read
aooff at 
bid seoretly believe |
7 And t «re ware aedicinea on the ahelvea'
tad little vials, combs
and from nails on the box sides, a few
aeoktiea














8 Hear on* wall than waa a black cart- 
iron stove
ita stovepipe going straight up through 
the celling
J9 IB the middle of the mo* stood a 
jequare table littered with playing earda 
jlittered with playing cards i 
and around it w»r» groined boxes for the ;
jplayers to ait on i 
Ito ait on II :
!10 At about tea o'clock in the aoraias 
!tbe sun thvev a bright duat-ladeB bar | 
Ithraugh one «T the aide windowa i 
land la and out of the bem flies shot j 
jlike zaaMag stars
ill The latch raised
12 The door 
land a tall, at 
la
eld man
13 He waa dressed in blue jee
and he carried a big puah-broom IB his
left heat
14 Behind him came George 




















1 The bunk house 
building
a lone* rectangular
2 the walls 
the floor
3 (three walla) small, square windows 
there
(the fourth) a solid door with 
a wooden latch
4 (the wans) eight bunks 
five of then (blankets) 
the other three their burlap 
ticking
5 (each bunk) there an apple box 
with the opening forward
it two shelves for the peraonal 
belongings of the occupant of the bunk
6 theee ahelvea (little articles,
soap ana talcum powder, razors ana 
thoae Western tnsgaaines ranch men love 
to read and scoff at and secretly 
believe)
[ranch
7 there medicine* (the ahelvea) 
little vialS; combs 



















and in the fourth
Against the walls 
with blanketa 
iuncL
Over each bunk 
so that
And with little articles, soap and 
talcum powder, razors and t, ose 
western magazines ranch men love to 
read and scoff at and secretly believe
-*
and eecretljr]
And on the shelves and
and from nails on the box aides
GROUPS
NOMINAL
(an* *«U) Unra • bUok
ixou store 
it*
f (tt* «iddl* oT th*
litt*r*d aitfe pl*j|»*
(it) tek*s for tfa» pl^yun Do alt
10 (*•* t«ft e'eledt in tt* 
tte «un • height 
(OM .r to* Ad* window) 
(tte **M) I'll** (r^ctdag »t«r«;
11 ?be
12 ti»« doer












!• th* *A«dl* of
with c«rd*J 
it
t shew* ten o'eloak in th* 
through OB* of ti* *id*
in tad out «f th* 
*t*n
lifc*
ia biu* J*aa» 
and in hi* l*ft
B*hiad Ma 
•nd ciahiod


















































men love to read
and scoff at and
secretly believe
(*PA) (A*?))




































As Voc As Z
little viela eh
combs h



























1 Lennie AruouBd on thi








8 Old Coaly turned
slowly over
























We gotta get a big stsk
together
I know a little place
we can get cheap















tin w» get that littlfe 
place












































Fell about that place, 
•eorge
t jus' tol' you, Jus' 
Las* night
So on - tell again,
i_-~_,_^JwOTfjo
tell, it's tea aerea
tot a little win'adll
tot a little shack on it 
in' a ehiekan run
lot a kitchen, orchard 
sherries, apples, 
washes, 'cots, nuts 
;ot a few berries
lhay'a a place for 
If alf a and plenty water 
to flood it












An' rabbits. George $¥
















































Bo place for rabbits
now
but I ooulA easy build
a few hutches
and you ooulA feed
alfalfa to the rabbits
Daaw right, I could
You God daoai right I
could
An1 we could have a
few pigs
I oould build a avdco
bouse lik» the one
gran'pa had
an* wa can anoke the
bacon and the bans











all like that Sf
_ _ _ —— —— ———— __ _ — — _ ——— j _ _
i



































fin'we eoold eatoti a
hunura* of *«*
aa* salt *•» doaa
or Backs *••
'•a eotild faav* tha» fbr
teoAkfeat
Tba^ «ln' Berthing ao
•laa aa aaoicad aataw
w oould can it
and teaatoea
t^y're aa«7 to am
«^ar» staaa/ *»»a *iH
& ohlekan or a rabbit
Hajfto we'd h*re a eem
or a 4tMt























'1MB t a fr«it OOEJ* la Ii
jm «ot to oat it with
atalf*















1 II! 1 -
NARRATIVE
Exponent of F


















We could live off a the
fatta the ISA*
Son
All kill's a vegetables
in the garden
and we can sell a few
eggs or something, or
some milk
We'd jus1 live there
We'd belong there
There •.•..^IJj. 1 . is no
more naming round the
oomtzy and getting
fad by a Jap oook
No, ajr, we*d hare our
cwn plaoe
ana not sleep in no
bunk house
























































Sure, we'd hare a littl 
houae an* a roan to 
ourself
Little f&t iron store 
an* in the winter we'd 
keep a fire goin' in it
It ain't enouch land
Maybe six, seven hours 
a day
We wouldn't have to toua 
no barley eleven hours 
a day



















An* I*d take care of *c|» W
I
Exponent of B SS
•o we'd hgn to work 
too hard
when we put in a crop 
to take the crop op









































Sure, you'd «p out in
the alfalfa patch
an' you'd have a aeck
You'd fin up the nek
and bring it in




the way they do
I aeen *en
Ever aix weeks or ao
the* doea would throw
a litter
An' we'd keep a few




Exponent of B i SS
' f ' ' ~" '" ~~ ' f ' ' '" '





















ao we'd have plenty of
rabbits to eat an* to
•ell
like they done

















59 He looked raptly at















An* it'd be our own
an* nobody oould can u
we can say
Get the hell out r
ana by God hs'sfto do
it










Why don't you epen* thi
fiijdit
an* by God be would
We'd hare a setter dog










Exponent of B j SS
— - - -•" - - r—
If we don't like a «uy



















NARRATIVE EXPONENT SPEECH EXPONENT FREE BOUND R/S i
{"




4 George, how long's it
i ! i
1 SPAA
1 Toe i i
i :
A i J :
i j ,
gonna be : VbcAPfS]
tin we get that little place j , ASPC~
an* lire on the f atta
an* rabbits









We gotta get a big stake together SP*[C ] ;
1 I know a little place
we can get cheap 
bat they ain't givin*
:
8 Old Cendy turned slowly over
9 His eyes were wide open
10 He watched George earefully
11 Lennie said
12
Ten about that place.
1 jus* tol» you, jua*
13









! ^ '•• ' \
George ?*o"7oo (
las* Bight SAPC*A j
i ! :
60 on - tell again George ; APAYoc




NARRATIVE EXPONENT SPEECH EXPONENT FREE BOUND R/S
15 Qot » littla











«la*alU i Ptf i
•hade on it PC** 
I I\4l 42
w, nuta f FdJ | j
Thay* a f&ao* ifiar alfalfa an* plantar ! « 
vatar to flood it SFCT | 
to flood It ; KT
4 I%lM>y*a a pig pan SKT |
i i
JMt* rabtdLts, ^aocBO ,' -5:2¥oo •
No rfUoa for rabbi ta not 2* , 
but X •mmUt oaagr lyrit^ a fov iiofeehas ! 49Pf AJfir ' 
and you oouia ftted alfalfa to tha reaMt* 4KffCnT |
DamHabt,
XbuGed Amn
feBiavttoa *a» «mdi« awwar
26 JIB* *e oould
f OOUIA , ASP
rich* I ODUld ASP
s«i i
1 «K^ • !
haw afaw p4^i *3KJ*
71









34. Uanie watched him with wide eyes 
•M *ld Candy watched MB too





I could build a anoke house like the 
one gran'pa had 
Craa'pa had 
whan we kill a pi*
an* we ess smoke the bacon and the hams 
.« —in. «..-... w* all.like tha%
i
when the aalaon run «p the river
An' 
„*
we could catch a hmdrad ef 
an' salt 'em down 
or smoke 'em
'em
• We could have then for breakfast
j They ain't nothing so nioe as smoked
j salaon
i
J When the fruit come in
iwe could can it
i and tomatoes
| they're easy to can
i
Brer' SuBday wa'a kill a chicken or a
rabbit
Maybe we'd have a cow or a coat 
ant the cream is so God dam thick 
you got to out it with a knife 
I and tafe* it out with a spoon
I




















SPEECH EXPONENT j FREE
r j «-
Sure A
All kin's a vegetables in the garden JZA 
if we want a little whisky \ 
and we can sell a few eggs or something, j 












We'd Jus1 live there 
I
JVe'd belong tiaiw SPA
There wouldn't to no more running round . 
the country and getting fed by a Jap cook SPCr
AVbcSPC' 
•SPA
Tell about the house, George
jlfo* sir, we'd hare our own plae 
jwhere TO belonged 




Sure, we'd hare a little house an* a 
xocm to ourself
Uttla fat iron store 12
an* in the winter we'd keep a fire goin' \
in it AASP(CejA
| It ain't enough land
i ao we'd have to work too hard
Maybe aix, seven hou» a day
; We wouldn't hare to buck no barley 























SPEECH EXPONENT FREE ; BOUND ! R/S >
—— - • - —— • - -^- -- —— —— —— ( ———————— OP ——————— ^  ——————— . ——————————— ^  ————————————— ___.
wtea we pot in a crop \ i^?C9 •
A»'. why, we'd be there &ASPA j
to take the crop up iP*(Cr J
We'd know S»




An* I'd take ears of *em &SPPC* \ i
Tell P i .. 
how I'd do that, George AS0Cnfoe
Sure, ycnt*4 go out in the alfalfa patch ASPA <
an* you'd hare a aaok ASPCT
You'd fill up the aaok S*(f
and bring it in *PCT A : 
an* put it in the rabbit cages 4PCTA
I
They'd nibble '' SP
an* they'd nibble <?^p >
SP
the way they do ; ASP
1 :
I seen 'am SPC? >
, :
Brar1 aix weeks or ao them does would i ]
throw a litter ASPC ! !
SP {











SPEECH EXPONENT FREE j BOUND R/S
1
we'd keep a few pigeons to go fljrin' ' ;
zound the wia'alll i ASPC/SPA
59 He looked nptly at *N> wall over
Lemde'a beadt
£0
lito t «y done ASP* 







it'd to our own &SPC^ >
nobody could can us \ ASPC '
we doa*t like a guy ASK?
can aay SP
Get the hen out PAA j







a f ran* oome along ASPA 
why we'd hare an excra bunk AASPC ;
w»*d aay ' ASP ! 
don't you spen* the night JPlsJCT
by God he would AASP
1 i
We'd tan a aetter dog and a co-^le stxi^e « ^-
oata SPCT i
but you gotta watch out ASP*^









1 I«anie (the table) (his finger*)
2 George
3
4 George It 
we that little place 




6 We a bit stake


















































5 a little win'adll
6 a little ahaek (it)
a chicken run
7 a kitchen, orchard, cherries, apples
peaohes, 'eota, auta
a few berries
8 They a place for alfalfa and
plenty water to flood it
Ltt
9 They a pig pen
30 rabbits George
M Ho place for rabbits
I a few hutches
you alfalfa (the rabbits)
2 I
3 I
Ik George' a handa (the earda)
5 His voice
>6 we a few pigs




we the bacon and the hama



























and to the rabbite
Dam right











28 the •aloon (the river) 
we a hundred of 'em
29 We them (breakfast)
30 They nothing so nice as smoked




32 we a chicken or a rabbit
33 we a cow or a goat 
the oream 
you it (a knife) 
it (a spoon)
34 Lewie his (wide eye*) 
old Candy him
35 beanie 
We (the fatta the lan')
36 
George
37 all kin's a vegetables (the garden) 
we a little whisky 


































[so God damn thiokj and 
with a knife 
and with a spoon
with wide eyes 
and to*
softly 
offa the fatta the lan'
Sure







40 There no more rowing retmd the 
garden and getting fed ay a Jap oooft
41 air our own plane we
(no bonk houee)
42 the houe* George 
lemdo -.
43 we a little houee an* a noon to 
omit
44 little fat iron store 
(the winter) we a fire (it)
45 It enough land
46 Maybe mixt seven hours a day
47 •'•• oo barley


























en* in ao bank houae
aura
en* In the winter in it
no [too hard]










53 you (the alfalfa patch) 
you a aaok
54 Xou the Bask 
it 






57 them doea a litter
George 
wa plenty of rabbits to eat an to 
aell
58 we a few pigeons (the win'adll) 
they 
I mkid
59 Be (the wall over Lennie' a heat)































Sure out in the alfalfa paten an*
and ia 
an* in the rabbit cages
an* 
the way
Brer* aiz weeks or so
so
«1









61 we a guy
h* it
62 afren*




63 We a aetter dog and a eouple 
etripe eata





























































a b±c •taka deb
a little place














































water to flood i1
dhq(pc(h))Mho.(P<
a pic pen dab
a few hutches dh
alfalfah




















































a fMr ftfigs or
ft 4&Otilin£ Ol"
iBiiti'J\(i>4ft
no oore x«Kdn£ 
round thft eounUg 
•ni ge^tin^ f wt 
Igr « Jftp oook
deh'h













































a little house an














eat an' to sell
«hq(P)(*P) 
a few pigeons dh





































































































the fatta the IM
dhq(pc(dh))






The third clause of this sentence is an example of the Mid-clause that Lennie uses. The linking from clause 
to clause suggests that the influence of the bondage relation to the Free clause decreases when there is distance 
between the Bound clause and the clause that it is bound to, so much so that the final clause of the sentence is 
analysed as Free.
Sentence 13
"Go on" is analysed as an Adjunct, as was "come on" in passage I sentence 32.
Sentence 16
"In? a chicken run" is analysed as a separate Free clause partly because of the com, a after "it" and partly 
because of the Adjunct in between it and "shack". "An' a chicken run" thus becomes a kind of tag clause , helping 
to reflect the disorganised nature of speech as compared with written prose.
Sentences 22 and 23
"Damn ri£ht" and "You God damn right" are both treated as Adjuncts, even though the latter looks like a 
clause with "are" understood. Both phrases could be replaced by "of course" without altering the structure of 
the clauses, and so they are analysed as members of the same grammatical class.
Sentence hA
"No more running round the country" and "getting fed by a Jap cook" are both analysed as nominals. The former 
has typical nominal modification in "no more." The initial dummy Subject "there" sets up the expectation of a C 
element in post-P position.
Sentence 57
"Ever 1 six weeks or so" is not analysed as a separate clause even though it is separated from the rest of 
George's speech by a narrative clause. This is because it sets up an expectation of some more primary clause 
elements, and so obviously modifies that on. particular clause.
Sentence 61
The phrases that George quotes are treated as Free reported clauses and so are given the notation F". Logically 
they should go in a separate "speech within speech" text, in the same sort of way that the speech and narrative 
texts are divided up; but as there are few examples of this type of construction in the novel it would be 





1 George sat entranced 
























When Candy spoke 






that's that to you
You don't need to tell
me















Exponent of B SS... ... |
where' s a place like
that
I do





























12 Candy went ea 
excitedly


















You couldn't find it ii 
a hundred year*
HOT? much they want for 
a plaot like that
Well - I could get it 
for six hundred bucks
The ol' people that 
owns it is flat bust 
an* the ol' lady need* 
en operation
Say - what 'a it to you
You got nothing to do 
idth us
I ain't much good with 
on'y one hand
I lost ay hand right 













Exponent of B SS.._!










































to* they give me two 
hunderd an' fifty
dollars
An' I got fifty more 
saved qp right in the 
bank, right now
rha'a three hunderd
and I got fifty more 




Tha's three hunderd an*
fifty buoka I'd put in
I ain't much good
but I could cook <
and tend the chickens <
















Exponent of B SS
i










































I gotta think about that
te wan always gonna do
It by ourseJms
[«d make a will
m* leare my share to
roii gMys
toil guys got any money
iaybe we ouuld do her
•ifht now



















in case I kLek off
'cause I ain't got no :

























2 Thej fen into a
lilenoe
13 They looked at one
toother
4. Thia thine they had















weJ'jl have a hunderd
bucks
rhat'd be four fifty
I bet
Then you an* Leonie
could go get her atarte
an* I'd f»t a Job
an* make \tp the res*
an* you could aell eggs




Exponent of B SS_. ... J.













an* don't apen* nothing
















































Exponent of B j SS
r"
TIC could swing her












t George aat entranced with his own
picture
2 When Candy spoke
jtbey both jueped
as though they had been caught doing
•raaetMng reprehensible
3 Candy said









12 Candy went on excitedly
CLAUSE STRUCTURE









You know : SP * 







What's that to you I SPC? A ]
You don't need to tell ae --,»,,. _ '„ c SEPC6 i
where it's at i ASPA
i
Might be any place | PA
Sure i A
That's right ' SPC1

















; CLAUSE STRUCTURE !
1 - i
NARRATIVE EXPONENT SPEECH EXPONENT FREE j BOUND R/S
13 George watched him suspiciously
14
15
Well - 1 could get it for 
bucks
1 . . .— _
i SPA j
• ;
six hundred ' , 
{ ASPGTA
i . ; 
The ol' people that owns it is flat bastj SPTT ,
that owns it
an* the ol' lady needs an
16 Say - what's it to you
1 - ; "afC2
operation • ASPC i
! ASPCTA '
17 ! You got nothing to do with us SPcVsPA ''.
13 Candy said 
I ain't much good with on




*y one hani I SPCrA.
on tliis ranch | SPGTA
That's SP i i ' 





An' they give me two hunderd an' fifty , „ , '.
dollars
'cause I los' ay hand
: iSeSPcCi
: i ASPC* ,
I :
An* 1 got fifty more scared op right in i < 
the bank, right now j ASPfCTjAA , j
Tha's three hunderd ! aw1
and 1 got fifty more oomin' the end a j ' 
the month | ASPCT/SPA
2^ i Tell you what









30 George half-closed hi a ayea
31
32
33 Cendy interrupted Ma
34
35
36 George apat oa the floor diaguetedly
57
97
CLAUSE STRUCTURE < 
i
T . !
SPEECH EXPONENT FREE ; BOUND ! R/S '
I |S*poae P
I want in with you guya SPAA
1
Tha'a three hunderd an' fifty buoka I'd . i | 
put in 9CT ' ' i
I'd put i» j iSPp :
I ain't lauoh good SPCT ;
but I could cook ASP < ,
and tend the ehickena i&P^" i
and hoe the garden aoma APCTA i
: , i
Hbw'd that be ,AP[Sj i !
! i
I gotta think about that S^C? < |
We vac always gonna do it by ouraelvea SP^AJG^A ' :
i'EC
I'd make a will (SPCT
an* leave ay share to you guya APCTA ; }
in oaae I Idok off ASP5 j
'eauae I ain't got no relatives nor 
nothing ' ASPC
, i
Xou guya got any money SPC t
Maybe we could do her right now ASPC*A ! i
I i
SPAA
We got ten bueka between ua 'SPC*A I
;NARRATIVE EXPONENT








142 They fen into a silence 
43 Thiy looked at one another
44 This thing they had never really 
believed in was coming true 
they had merer really believed in
45 George aaid reverently 
46 





SPEECH EXPONENT FREE : BOUND R/S i
A3PA ' I 
Look P | i 
if me an* Leonie work a month ! ASPA ; 
an* don't apen* nothing «PC
we'll have a hunderd bucks |3PC !
t
That'd be four fifty SPC1 \ \
1 bet S> . | 
ve oould owing her for that i SPC A
i ! : 
Then you en* Lennie could go get her : 
started ASP[C J ', 
an* I'd get a job ASPCT 
an* make up the res' ^C 









Josua Chzlst A ! 
i ; 
I bet SP 

































11 You it (a hundred years)
12 Candy
































in a hundred years
excitedly





14 1 it (six hundred bucks)
13 The ol' people that owns it 
[that it 
tee ol* lady an operation
16 afaat it (you)
17 You nothing (us)
18 Candy 
I (on'y one hand)
19 I ay hand (this ranch)
20 That 
they ne a job a ampin*
21 they me two hunderd an* fifty 
dollar* 
I ay hand
22 I fifty more (the bank)































fauoh good] with on'y one hand




An* right in the bank right now
and the end a the month
forward eagerly













30 George bis eyes
31 I (that)
32 We it (ourselves)
33 Candy him 
I a will 
ay share (you guys) 
I 
I no relatives mor nothing
34 You guy* any money
35 we her
36 George (the ~&&)
37 *• ten bucks (us)
38 he
me an* Lennie a month 
nothing

























. . JLX3 — kjrtfga ——————————— ————————————————————————————— ,
ADVERBIAL




















39 That four fif tjr
40 I
«e her (that)
4t you an* Iiennie her
I a job
the res'
you eggs an' stuff like that
42 They (a silence)
43 They one another





















































































































































































































As Voc As Z As A
any place dh
the end a the 
month dhq(pc(dh))
R/S
a place like that 
dhq(pe(h))















1 Curley stepped over
to Lennie like a terri«
2
3 Lennie looted blankly
at him
4









and then be got tg>
and tried to retreat













Shat the hall you
laughin1 at
luh
Zone on, ya big bastard
Jet up on your feet
to big aon-of-a-bitch









































12 He slashed at Lennie 
lith his left 
nd than smashed down 
iis nose with a right
13 Lennle gore a cry of 
terror





1? He backed 
nd Curley followed
18 Lsonie's hands 
(•Mined at hie aides 
M was too frightened to 
kef end ttaaelf

















until he was against 
the wall





K&Ke *un let me alone. 
George
Get him, Lennie 































21 Laanie c&nveJ. his
fees with his huge pawa
nd blerjed with terror
22 He cried
23 Then Curlcy attacked
tds stomach
ind out off his wind










28 He copped his hoods
•round his south
nd yelled
9 Locale took his hands
May t :«• his f aoe


















Make 'urn stop, George
The dirty little rat



































and Curley alaahed at
hie eyea
30 The big face wae
covered idth blood
31 George yelled again
32 Curley* e fiat waa
swinging
33 The next Minute
Curley was flopping
like a f iah on a line
and his closed fiat
waa loat in Lamia* a
big hand





37 But Leanie watched
la terror the flopping




















































38 Blood ran down
Unnie's face
ene of his eyas was
cut and closed
39 George slapped him
in the face again and
again
and still Lennle held
on the closed fist
40 Curley was wbite sue
shrunken by now
and his struggling had
•eoomB weak
41 He stood




















his fist lost in Lennie
paw
SPEECH




Leggo his hand, Lennie
Leggo


































48 Curie jr Bat down on 
the floor
fc9 Sliji and Carlaon ben' 
ewer hiiu
30 Then Sli» straighten





















cowering against the 
wall




You tol' me to, Ge<*ge










I didn't wanta hurt hid F
t 
Exponent of B SS




















I _ .. - ._... ..-....- .. .
! NARRATIVE EXPONENT
1 Curley stepped over to Lannie like a
terrier
2
3 Leanie looked blankly at him
it





10 Lennie looked helplessly at George
nd then he got up
md tried to retreat
H Corley was balanced and poised
12 He hashed at Lennie with his left
nd than Slashed down his nose with a
eight
>3 Lennie gave a cry of terror













Huh I A | j
| ,ASP |t i i
Gone on, ya big bastard AVoc ;
i i 
Get up on your feet j ElA
Ho big 3c«-of-a-W.tch is gonna laugh at ; !
•e SPA |


















wtil he was agalnat the wall
and Curley followed«inj^<¥i£r Mm in the face
18 Leanie's hands remained at bis aideshe waa too frightened to defend hiaaelfto defend hinelf
1? George was on hia feet
yelling
SO
21 Lennie covered hia face with his
huge pawa
and Bleated with terror
22 He cried
23 Then Curley attacked hia stomachand cut off hia wind




T , 'SPEECH EXPONENT j FREE i BOUND R/S '
George |Voo !
'SP i j
' i i Make »ua let OB alone, George jPC*/SPC*AVo4
i ti i|SP ' !
! ASPA;*flp : i






: ^Get bin, Lennie jPCnfoe |
Don't let hia do it PC*/&C* ' |




|SP. Make 'urn atop, George .PC /SPVoo
IASFC* l Il^c*
|-» !
The dirty little rat \Z \









He cupped his hands around his mouth 
and je&sd
2) Lenxde took his hands away from his 
faee 
and looked about for George 
and Curley slashed at bis eyes
30 The big face was covered with blood
31 George jelled again
32 Curler's fist was a.lnging 
4bsn Lannie reached for it
33 The next minute Curley was flopping 
like a fish on a line 
ant bia closed fist was lost in Lennie' s 
hie hand




SPEECH EXPONENT FREE BOUND R/S
i
Wait a minute JPA i 
SP





I said SP ; ; 






Leggo of hta, Lennie iPpC*7oo
Let go |P
NARRATIVE EXPONENT
37 But Lemde watched in terror the 
flopping little man whom he held 
wtaon he held
38 Blood ran down LendVa face 
one of Ida eyee waa out and oloaed
39 George slapped Ma in the face again 
and again 
and still Lemde held on to the oloaed 
fiat
40 Curley was white and shrunken tgr now 
and hie struggling had baoene weak
41 He atood 
crying 
his fiat loat ia beanie* a paw
42 George ahouted over and over
43
44- 
45 Suddenly Leniue let go his hold
46 He crouched 





Leggo his hand, Lennie
I«ttP
syflm. OOJDB help JUB 
whil* the guy got any hand left
























1 Lennie (the old •maper)












10 You guya yourself
11 tou (it)
12 You a awanper 
they you (a box)
15 X too many guys
14 Lennia here 






















toward the old awaaper
About them rabbits
on them rabbits 





a hall of a lot about it
here 
t_ll in a box
Hall





!Curl*y sat down on tha floor 
j^v«irt«i|r jit wonder at his oruahad hand
4f SUjB and Carlaon bent orer him
50 Than Slia straightanad up 















We got to get hi* in to a doctor SpPf^JA i i ' 
SP
Looks to ne PA ' « 
like evar' bone in his han* ia buat ; | ASPCT j j
I didn't wanta SF* j
SP : {
: j ! 
I didn't wanta hurt him SPPC* i
j









1 Curley (Lennle) (a terrier)




6 ya big bastard
7 (your feet)
8 Ho big soa-of-bitch (me)






12 He (Leaale) (his left) 
(his nose) (a right)
13 Lennle a cry of terror





















over to Leanie like a terrier 
at




up on your feet 
at me
helplessly at George 
and then up
(balanced and poisedj
at Lermle with his left















IB Lenoie's hands (his sides) 
ht hiaaelf 
[himself
19 George (hie feet) 
>^m Lennie
20 him it





23 Curley his stomach 
his wind
24. Slim
25 The dirty little rat 
be 
Z •»























until against the wall
and
in t e face
at his sides
jtoo frightened to defend himself]
on his feet











28 H* his hands (his mouth)
*|JBS Lennie
29 Lsnnie his hands (his fees)
(George)
Curley (his eyes)




32 Curley' s fist
Leanie it
33 Curley (a fish on a line)
his closed fist (ttanie's big hand)
3V George (the roan)
35 hia Lnmie
36
37 Lsnnie (terror) the flopping
little nan whom he held
[*». he
38 Blood (Lsnnie ' s face)
















around his mouth I 
and 4
1i
away from his face
and about for George
















the next minute like a fish on a 11*









39 George him (the face) 









the guy any hand
45 Lennie Ms hold
46 He
(taw wall)
47 You me George
he
4<B Curley (the floor)
(wonder) (his crushed hand)

























in the face again and again 
and still to the closed fist
[white and shrunken] by now 
and [weak]





down on the floor






































































































The big face deh
George h







































a fish on a line
dhq(pe(dh))




Lennie 1 s face dh
the f see dh
the closed fist
deb

























































































There is a grammatical ambiguity in the second clause of t is sentence, "and then smashed down his nose 
with a right." If "down" is analysed as a preposition introducing the adverbial phrase "down his nose" then we 
are given an image of the direction of Lennie's blow. If it is analysed as part of the phrasal verb "smashed 
down" then "his nose" becomes direct object and Lennie's nose is actually smashed. This ambiguity adds to the 
terrifying nature of the scene.
Sentence 19
"Telling" is given the status of a Bound clause, but with reservations. There is no comma separating it 
from the rest of the sentence, and so it could be analysed as part of the first clause. ..hat we have is an 
initial segment which could equally well be completed by "yelling" or "on his feet." The difficulty arises 
because both are used*
Sentence 25
The nominal group "the dirty little rat" is treated as a Free clause because it is separated from the rest 
of the speech sentence by the narrative clause "he said". The exclamatory nature of the group is emphasised by 
































I got it t i«ur«4 out
«• miMta aem aoavj
«a tb«« nbuita
But I «rt to tend 'MI
«•€•(• wy
toiwa^d
Bra r*7* i* J*u* IdUia'
ycmrMlT
fa«»n talk •bout it •












Mt JWU «M*t «»t W
UaA !4V
I





if m IP •tout it *i4MJn
!&ff









































feu* 11 toe a swamper ten
Hell, I seen too many
guy»
Lennie here* 11 quit
•n' tee on the road in
two, three weeks
Seems
5eu God damn right we
pan*, do it
ieorge says
















An* where 1 s George now 6?
\
Exponent of B SS
1
tin they take you out ! 




like ever* guy got land












































In town in a whore
house
That 'a
Jesus, 1 seen it happei
too many tines
I seen too many (uya
with land in their heat
They never get none
under their hand
Sure they all want it
Everybody wants a littJ
bit of land, not much





Exponent of B 33
r









Soa'thin* he could j
live on 1 F
and there couldn't
nobody throw him off
of it e?














































I planted cropa for
Ban war «*vr*bBdr ia
fchU atata
tat tt»y waaa't ay enpi
BBd it waaa't none of
ay harvest
»«* -a* gonna do it BOW
«nd aoa't jou Bate as
niatafee about that





Exponent of B I SS
r
.






?hat aonay*a in tha ban!
sa an* Lamia an* G«org«
i« goana hare a xooa to
naraalf
MI*M gonoa bora a dog
B' rabbits an^ohiokaoa
a*ra gonna hare graaa

























































We got most of it
Just a little bit more
to get
Have it all in one
month
George got the land, ell
picked out) too











I seen gay* nearly eradgr
wit* lonelin*** for |
land
but ever* tine a nhore
F
hou*e or a blaokjaak
game took what it takea&F
1
Exponent of B





























54 They swung their 
head* towards the door
55 looking i» »a» 
Ourley'a wife
§6 Her f aoe was hearilo 
•ade up
57 Her lips were 
slightly parted

















an* lend a hand
I ain't ao cripple*

















would want a guy to 
work for nothing - just 
his keep
I can't work like a 
aoa-of-a-bitoh 
























— —— -,_.. _-._ _ ._.._._ _— .






! SPEECH EXPONENT j FREE i BOUND ! R/S
swapper j > SPA ' i
1 i ', i About thea rabbits , A i |
! | SP 1 1
i i - • i
! ' • 











\ We can make some money on them rabbita 
I if we go about it right
I But I get to tend *ea
i George says
| I get to tend •••
| He proodaed
Ton guya is Juat kidcUji* youreelf
You'll talk about it a ball of a lot 
i but you won't get no land
! You'll be a ewaaper bar*
> till they take you out in a box
I
j Hell, Z aeen too nany guy*
Leanie her* • 11 quit















j 16 Candy rubbed him cheek angrily
! t?! 18 
!"
' 20











like ever* guy got land in his head 











We got the aoney right now 
Yeah
An1 where's Gaorge now 
In town in a whore houaa
That's
where your aoney't goin'
Jesus, I seen it happen too many tinea i ASP(0*jA
I sa«n too «any guys with land in their 
heed
! ASP
They nerer get none under their hand
Sure they all want it
i
Brerybody wants a little bit of land, ;













- —— — - —— .- .-- - —— — — • • -• — ••-..- — — . • - —— • — - -— -- — .,_„,_ — - --- . - — . . _.„.„- —— . —,. — . — . . ..- - —— . ~._. .. — .^—
NARRATIVE EXPONENT ! SPEECH EXPONENT j
; Jus' soa' thin' that was his ! Z 
that was his ': 1
j Som'thin' he oould live on i Z 
he oould live on j 
and there oouldn't nobody t row him off i 
of it 4.
1 never had none ; &
I planted crops for dam near ever' body ; 
in this state SI 
but they wasn't none of my crops &H 


















4 ASPCTand it wasn't none of my harvest
But we gonna do it now | —. 
and don't you make no mistake about that 1 4P[SJC A
George ain't got the aaa»y in town SPC*A
That money's in the bank
Me an' Lsnnie an' George
We gonna hare a room to ouraelf
We're gonna have a dog an* rabbits an' 
chickens
We're gonna have green com an* maybe 










|47 Qrooka reached around








SPEECH EXPONENT FREE BOUND
i SP
You Bay , SP 
you cot the aoney ,
Damn tight i A 
We cot aoat of it
Juat a little Bit more to get 
to get
Have it all in one aonth
Gaorge got the land all picked out too \ SPC*/SAPPA
I never aaen a g& really do it
SPCT
SP
1 seen guya nearly craay 
loaelineaa for land 
but ever* tine a whore houae or a 
blackjack gams took what it takea
what it takes
....If you....£uya would want a guy to 
work for nothing - just hia keep 
why I'd corns 














they s*vng their heads toward the
>r
Looking in was Oil-Ley's wife
Her f aoe was heavily made up
Ser lips were slightly parted
She breathed strongly 
though she had been running
SPEECH EXPONENT j FREE BOUND ! R/S
I ain't so crippled SPC1 I 
I can't work like a aoa-of-uLtoh SPA 
if I want to ' AST
! i 
Any you boys seen Curley SPCT
I





59 JGurley ain't been here I SPA ' ! 





ever* guy land (his head)












25 I too many guys with land in 
their heals
26 They none (their hand)
27 Candy 
they all it





















like in his head
angrily







In town in a whore house
where











29 Jus MB'tfein* that was his 
[that his
30 SoB'thin* he could lire on 
I he 
there nobody him (it)
31 I none
32 I crops (dasn near ever'body in 
this state)
they none of my crops 
I *ea 
it none of iff harvest
33 w it
you no aistake (that)
34 George the sjoney (town)
35 That oonay (the tank)
36 lie an* Lennie en* George
37 We a room to ourself
38 We a doc sn* rabbits an* chicken*






















and off of it
never












you 4, the away
42
43 We most of it
44 Just a little hit more to gat
45 it all (one mouth)
46 George the land
47 Crooks 
his spine (his hand)
48 I a guy it 
he
49 I guys 
a whore house or a blackjack gams 
what it takes 
[what it
50 He




























in one month '
all toe
around 
and with his hand
never really












53 Any you boya Curley
54 Shay their teada (the door)

































































As Z As A R/S
the old swapper 
deb
his picture dh 













































a room to ouraelf
















































a dog an* rabbit:
an' chicken*
green corn en*
maybe a cow or a
goat ei&cdhftdh








too many guya veh
land h
As Voc As Z As A
Dam right eh







































































Lennie's remark is an introductory sentence to provoke talk on his favourite subject, the rabbits. 
It does not fit happily into any of the four main Sentence Types and so it has been analysed as an Exclamation, 
even though it does not fit properly into this category either* Normally one would expect the person who 
used this sort of introductory form to go on and say something about the subject he has introduced* But 
Lennie is a special case - he likes people to say things for him - thus causing the difficulty.
Sentence 30
"And there couldn't nobody throw him off of it" is analysed as &SPfs]C A. Candy starts to use a 
construction involving the dunqy Subject "there" and then switches to a clause type which does not need it.
Sentence U9







1 Only Lennie was ia
the ban
and Lennie aat ia the
hey beside a packing
case under a manger ia
the end of the bam
that had not been
fUled with bay
2 Lennie aat in the hay
and looked at a little
dead puppy that lay ia
front of him
(Lennie looked at it for
a long time
and then he put out his
huge hand
end stroked it
stroked it clear from
one end to the other
4 And Lennie said













Exponent of F SS Exponent of B SS
|
i
Why do you got to get
IcLlled
























7 Ha bent the pop'*
head up
and looked in ita faoa
and be aaid to it
8 He acooped a little
hollow
and laid the pi^> in it
and oorerad it over
with hay,out of sight
but he oontlnued to


















Now maybe George ain't
















Exponent of B SS1 ~" ~~ iu '""" " ' ' r n " "
if he fin's out
you got killed PAP4PFHB
i
fjff&g&g
like 1 got to go hide
in the bruah

















13 H» UBBuried the
and inspected it 
and stroked it frcsi 
ears to tail

























Don't try to put nothin 
over on me
An* he'll say 
New jus' for that you 
don't get to tend no 
rabbits









Got dasn you | F
I


























23 He picked up the pup
and hurled it f roa bin
24 He turned M.B back
OB it




27 He rooked hiaaelf
jheok and forth in his
•orzow
26 FXOB outside came
the olang of borseshoes
oo the iron state
S3 Exponent of 3








sad then a little chorus;
rf cries
^7 juende got IIP
nd brought the puppy
>•«*









Exponent of F 3S.... ..,.. . ^
leu ain't so little as
mice
taw I won't get to tend
the rabbits
iow be won't let m
F




























— -- ' ' 1 ' 
Exponent of F






It He worked his finferi















te./be George won't care
Dhis here God dam 
Little aoB-of-tt-toiteh
raan't nothing to Ceozv
3S
F





























'? Only Lennie was in the barn 
and Lemnie aat in the hay beside a 
paeklng oase under a •anger in the end 
of the ban that had not been filled 
[with hay 
that had not been filled with hay
i 2 Lannie aat in the hay 
and locked at the little dead puppy that 
lay la front of him 
that lay in front of him
J3 Lennie looked at it for a long time
'end then he put out hie huge hand
land stroked it
i stroked it clear from one end to the
other





7 He bent the pup' • head up 
and looked In Ita face 








do you got to get killed
I
| lou ain't so little as aloe 
I didn't bounoe you hard
Now maybe George ain't gonna let me tend;
no rabbits







8 le soooped a little hollow 








and ooveied it over with hay, out of
sight







13 Ha uDburiad the puppy
and inspected it
and stroked it from ears to tail






This ain't no bad thing
itta» I got to go hide In the brush
Oh! no
This ain't
1*11 tall George 





Don't try to put nothing over on ma
An* he'll say





































23 He picked up the pup 
and hurled it from him
2V He turned hie back on it
2$ He sat bent over his kneea 
and ha whispered
26
27 He rooted himself back and forth in 
his sorrow
28 From outside came the olang of 
hoxseahoaa on tha iron state 
and than a little ohorus of criea
29 Lamie got up 
and brought tha puppy back 
and laid it on the hay 
and aat down
30 He stroked the up again
CLAUSE STRUCTURE
SPEECH EXPONENT
God dam you 
Way do you got to get killed
Xou ain't at> little as mice
Now 1 won't get to tend the rabbits












































you'd get killed BO easy
Maybe George won't care
This here God dam little aon-of-a-bitoh
wasn't nothing to George





























1 Only Lennie (the ban) 
Lannie (the hay) (a packing case 
(a manger) (the end of the barn 
that had not been filled with hay) 
[that (hay)
2 Lennie (the hay) 
(the little dead pqppy that lay in 
front of him) 
[that (hia)
3 Lennie (it) (a long tine) 
he his huge hand 
it 
it (one end to the other)




7 He the pip'e head 
(it*a face) 
h. (it) 
George me tha rabbit a
8 He a little hollow 
the pup (it) 
it (hay) (aight) 



























in the hay be aide a packing ease
in the end of the barn that had not
been fined with hay and
with hay]
in the hay
and at tha little dead pvppy that
lay in front of him
in front of him]
at it for a long time
and then
and
clear from one end to the other
And softly to the piqppy 
Why
[so little aa mice] 
hard




and with hay out of aight











13 He the puppy
it




























Don't try to put over
•11 aay
don't get to tend
arose
cried
do got to get killed
ADVERBIAL


















23 0» the pn? 
it (him)





27 Ha himself (bis aorrow)
28 tha clang of horseshoes on the iron 
stake 




30 He the pup
31 You
he





























fao little as mioej
and f ion him 
on it


















his fing«r» (the pup's
35
he






























his huge hand da)
it h
ithh








As Voc As Z As A R/S
the barn dh
the hay dh a
packing oaae deh
a manger dh
the and of the






puppy that lay ii
front of him
deehq(SPA)
it h a long
tine deh
one end to the
other ohpe(dh)
the puppy dh
it' a face dh
it h
it h :
hay h sight h














































































































SENTENCE STRUCTURE——— - —————————————————————————————————————— ! —————————————————— —————^^———— -—__——— — -- - — — 
NARRATIVE
Exponent of F
1 Lennie sighed deeply
2 From outside came the
elaag of horseshoe on
metal




4 Now the light was
lifting
and the sun streaks
eliaked up the wall
and fall orer the
feeding racks and orer














as the sun want down
SPEECH
Exponent of F






An' then I could tend













Maybe if I took this
pup out




































Don't you think of
nothing out rabuits
We gonna have a little
plaM
We gonna hare a aouat
an1 a garden and a
place for alfalfa
an' that alfalfa ia
for t>>e rabbits
an* I take a aaok
and get it all fulla
alfalfa
and then I take it to
the rabbit*





































17 Curlay's wife moved


















I like to pet nice
things
Qnee at a fair I seen
aoma of them long­
hair rabbits


















Exponent of B I SS,. .. . _....... |_ ._ _. ^|


















































I like to pet nice




X like to feel silk
an* velvet
Do you like to feel
velvet
Xou bet, by God
An' I had aone, too
A lady give me aooe










own Aunt Clara {$•
She give it right to oa F
• 'bout this big a
pieoe F




















































Exponent of F SS
.... . . - | .
I wiaht
I loat it
I ain't seen it for a
long tijoe
You're nuta
But you're a kinda nim
fella
Jua' like a big »aby
But a person can aee
















Exponent of B SS ST
f { - -
I had that relvet right
now FBi
kinda what you mean
When I'm doin1 my hair

























she ran her finger* 
onr the top of her 
head
43 







50 StM took Lennie's 
hand 











how ate did it
SPEECH
Exponent of F
Soaa people got kind* 
ooarae hair
Take Curley
Hia hair is jus* lika 
wire
But minis is soft and 
fine
*CourB« I bruah it a 
lot
That makes it fine










Veel right aroun* there F.
Exponent of B SS• • " • '


























52 Lennie's big finger 






and he stroked harder
56
57
58 And then she orled 
angrily
59 She Jerked her head 
sideways- 
and Lennie's finger* 























Look out, now 
you'll muss it
You stop i£ now 












You let go P


























(2 Lennie wee in a
panic
6S Hi* t MM WM
contorted
£4 She screamed then
end Lennie' a ether head










ID Her feet Battered at
the hey
eM she writhed
end fran roder Lennie's


























































76 He Moved hi* hand
a little
and her hoarse cry
cane out

















Please don't do none
of that
George gonna say










1 don't want you to yeJJL F
i






I dene a bad thing





























82 And aha continued
to struggle
and her eyea were wild
with tenor
83 He ahook her them




and he ahook her
and her tody flopped
like a fish

















Now don't you do that





















1 beanie sighed deeply
2 From outside came the clang of
barsBshos on metal
end then a chorus of ozles
3
said Curlsy's wife
4 Now the light was lifting
as the son went down
and t « sun streaks climbed up the wall
and fell over the feeding racks and
over the heads of the horses
5 Lennie said
6






Somebody made a ringer
Maybe if I took this pup out
end throned him away
George wouldn't never know
An1 then 1 could tend the rabbits
without no trouble
Don't you think of nothing but rabbits
We gonna have a little place
We gonna have a house en* a garden end
a place for alfalfa
an' that alfalfa is for the rabbits
en* I take a sack
and get it an fulla alfalfa
and then I take it to the rabbits





































11 Lennie had to think carefully
before he could come to a conclusion
12 He Bowed cautiously close to her













__ . — ._ ————— . _, — ..... —— ._-*,«_*._... — . — >. .... -_„.__... .... — . ..
SPEECH EXPONENT
What makes you so nuts about rabbits
X like to pet nice things
Once at a fair I seen earns of them
long-hair rabi its
An* they was n oe, you bet
Sometimes I've even pet adoe 






I like to pet nice things with my
fingers, aof ' things
























































I like to feel silk an* Telvet
Do you like to feel velvet
Tou oet, lay God
An* I had euna too
A lady give me some 
en* that lady was - «y own Aunt Clara
She give it right to me 
• 'tout this big a piece
I wisht 
I had that velvet right now
I lost it
I ain't seen it for a long tine
FREE BOUND
SPC1 |




























t2 To ahow 
how aha did it 







_. __ „ __ _.._..
lbu*x« nuts
But you're a kinda nice fella 
Jus* l<ln» a feic baby
But a person can see 
kinda what you mean
Whan I'm d*in* ay hair 
sometimes I jus* set 
an* stroke it 
•eause it's so soft
Some people got kinua coar»e hair
Take Curley 
Bis hair is jus* like wire 
But nine ia soft and fine
'Course I brush it a lot
That makea it fine






















wd put it en bar to)ad




MA flft •%ZQlB96t BtfvMF
5*
$7
5* And tbw «h« erlcd wifrily




*Ml Afcht aroun1 t *iw 
bo* wft it i*
i-on't yen m»a it 19
Oh
Oh! that'a aloe
Look out now 
you'll OKUM it
Tou dop it now






















62 Iieanie was in a panie
63 !is face was contorted
64 She aeraaoad than






69 She struggled violently under his hand
70 Her feet battered on the hay
and she writhed
to be free
and frost under Lennie's hand oane a
•offled sexeaBlng















please don't do none of that
George gonna aay































76 lie nxnred his hand a little
and bar hoarse cry cane out






82 And she continued to struggle
and her eyes were wild with terror
83 He snook her then
sod he was angry with her
&4
ha said
and he shook her
and her tody flopped like a fish
85 And then she was still
for Lennia had Broken her neck
CLAUSE dTKUUTUKi;
.- —---.. -. -._- . , _ ... ._—- . — .. .__• ., «......„»._.«...- _-..,.
SPEECH EXPONENT
-»•• —— •—— ——————————————— • • -• ———— —— ————————— " —————————————————— «»C-~-l —— - ——— -
He ain't gonna let me tend no rabbits
Now don't
I don't want you to yell
You gonna get ma in trouble
jus* like George says
you will
Now don't you do that
Don't you go yellia*




























2 (outside) the clang of horshoe on 
metal
3 Sonebody a ringer 
Curley's wife
4 the light 
the sun 
the sun streaks (the wall) 
(the feeding racks) (the heads of 
the horses)
5 Lennie 
I this pup 
him 
George
61 the rabbits (no trouble)
7 Curley's wife 
you nothing but rabbits
8 We a little place 
Lennie
9 We a house an* a garden and a 
place for alfalfa 
that alfalfa (the rabbits) 
I a sack 
it 






























and up the wall 
and over tha feeding racks over 




An1 then without no trouble
angrily
patiently
an* for the rabuits 
an* 
and [all fulla alfalfa] 








12 He (her) 
be (her)
13 I nice things
14 (a fair) I sane of them long­ 
hair rabbits
15 they
16 I adoe 
I nothing better

































[eo nuts about rabbits]
carefully 
before to a conclusion i
cautiously close to her 
until right against her
Onoe at a fair
An* [nice] you bet
Sometimes even 
but not when

















30 A lady ae some
that lady ay own Aunt Clara
31 She it (•»)
•bout this big a piece
32 I
I that velvet
33 A from (hia face)
341 i* 
he
35 I it (a long time)




































38 you a kinda nice fella
39 (a Di* oaby)
40 a peraon 
kinda what you






aba her fingers (the top of her 
head)
43 Some people kinda coarse hair 
ahe
44 Curley




































over the top of her head
complacently
[jus* like wire] 






50 Sha Lannie's hand 
it (her head)
it













59 She her head










































L2 Lennle (a panic)
63 His f aoe
64 She






69 She (hia hands)
70 Her feet (the hay) 
•he




73 none of that 
he
74 George





















in a panic 
contorted
then















75 He me no rabbit*

















































and [wild with terror]
then
and [angry ] with her
and
and like a fish
And then [still] 
for
192



























































































































































a house an' a
garden and a
















































BM h acane h







none of that dh
a bad thing deh





As Voc As Z












































































2 0*01x0 had tee* 
listening to the 
distant sounds
3 Tor a aoaent ha was 
Im**""**"!! i»
4
5 Lennie tuned his 
head 
and looked off across 
the pool end up the 




7 He reached in hie 
side pocket 
and Brought out 
Carlson's Luger I 
















Look acrost the river, 
Lennie 
an' I'll tell jwu <








Exponent of B SS
t 
how it9 a gcona be


















1 Exponent of F
and tr.e hand and gun 
lay on the ground 
behind Lennie'a back
8 Ha looked at the 
back of Lennle'a head, 
at the place where 
spine and skull were 
Joined
9 A aan'e voice called 
from up the river 




11 George raised the 
gun 
and his hand shook 
and he dropped his 












































































We'll hare a caw
An* «•'!• ham aayb* a 
pig an* ohiekra* < 
an* down the flat we'll 




And I get to tend the 
rabbita <
An* you get to tend 
the rabbits <











































27 Ltnnie obeyed his
28 George looked dom 
at the gun
29 There were eraafaing 
footatepa in the bruah 
bow
JO George turned














Look down there acroat 
the river
Go on, George 
When we gonna do it
Gonna do it soon
Me an1 you
You*,. an* me
Everybody gonna be nioe 
to you



















































i5 Tne Toioes cane
Jlose now
».6 George raised the
P"





















I oarer been mad 
an1 I ain't mad now














Le's do it now P
I 
Exponent of B SS
'" " " T~ '































52 And George raieed 
tha £ia 
and eteedied it 
and be brought the 
nuzzle of it oloaa to 
the back of Lennie'e 
head
53 The bend ehook 
violently 
tut hie face eet 
and hie band steadied
54 He pulled the 
trigger
55 The oraeh of the 
abot rolled up the 
hi lie 
and rolled down again
56 Lewie jarred 
end than eettled elowly 
forward to the aend 










































1 Lannie said 
ZGenrre hnd been listening to the distan
sounds 
3 For a moment he was business-like
4
5 Lmxde tuned Us head 
and looked off across the pool and up 
the darkening slopes of t e Gabllans
6 
George began
7 He reached in his side pocket 
and brought out Carlson's Luger 
he snapped off the safety 
and the hand and gun lay on the ground 
vahind LennLe's back
8 He looked at the beck of Lennie's 
head, at the place where spine and 
skull ware Joined 
where spine and skull were joined
9 A man' a voice called fron up the rirer 
and another man answered
10
CLAUSE STRUCTURE
' SPEECH EXPONENT' ™ ' -" •'"—— "- ~ -'
Ten 
how it's gonna be
1
Look aorost the river, Lennie 
an* I'll ten you 
so you can almost see it




























11 Oaorga raised the gun 
and his hand shook 


















How's it gonna be
We gonna get a little place
We'll hare a oow 
An* n**Xl htfve ae^jtw a F&C •*•* chiclwn*




And 1 flat to tana the rabbits 
An' you get to tend the rabbita






















i3f Lumie turned hia bead
25
26
27 Lemde obeyed him
28 George locked down at the gun
29 There were oraahing footatepa in the
30 ttaorge turned












Look down there aorost the river
like you can almost aee the place
Go on, George
When wa gonna do it
Gonna do it aoon
He am* you
You.. ..an* me
Bver'body gonna be nioe t you
Ain't gonna be no more trouble
Nobody gonna hurt nobody






























45 The Toicea oane oloae now
46 George raised the gut 













I never been mad 
an* I ain't mad now
That's a thing I want ya to know 
I want ya to know
Le'a do it now






























52 And George raised the gun 
and steadied it 
and he Drought the muzzle of it close 
to the back of lamia's head
53 The band shook violently 
out his f aoe set 
an& his hand steadied
54 He palled the trigger
55 The crash of the shot rolled up the 
bins 
and rolled down again
56 Lennie Jarred 
and then settled slowly forward to the 
sand 
and he lay without qudrering






















2 George (the distant aounda)
3 (a moment) he
4 (the river) Lennie 
I you 
you it
5 Lennie his head
(the pool) (the darkening alopea 
of the Gabilane)
6 We a little place 
George
7 He (hie aide pocket) 
Carlson'e Luger 
he the safety
the hand and gun (the ground) 
(Lennie1 e back)
8 He (the back of Lennie's head) 
(the pleas where spine end skull 
were joined) 
[spine and skull




























to t * distant sounds




and off across the pool and up the 
darkening slopes of the Gabilana
in his side pocket 
and
and on the ground behind Lennie1 s 
back
at the back of Lennie'a head at the 
place where apine and akull were 
joined 
where]






11 George the g*n 
his hand 




1*. We a little place
15 We a oow 
George
16 we a pig an* chickens
(the flat) we a little piece 
alfalfa
1? (the rabbits) 
Lennie
18 (the rabbits) 
George
19 I the rabbits
20 you the rabbits
21 Lennie (happiness)
22 (the fatta the las*)
23















get to tend 










an1 down the flat











26 (the river) 
you the place
27 Lennie him
28 George (the gun)







34 Be an' you
35 You....an1 me
36 fiver1 body (you)


















down there acroet the river 
like almost
down at the


















44 That a thing I want ya to know 
tl y*
45 The voices











































52 George the gun 
it
he the numle of it (the back 
of Lennie'a head)
53 The hand 
hie face 
his hand
54 He the trigger











































the hand and gun
dhth
He h













































































































a oow dh 
a pit an' 
chickens dh&h 
a little pieoe 
alfalfa dehq(h)
the rabbits dh
















the flat dh 

































the f atta the leu1
dkq(pc(dh))
•e h
